Projections of tachykinin- and glutaminase-containing rat retinal ganglion cells.
Glutamate (Glu) and the tachykinin substance P (SP) have been proposed as neurotransmitters or neuromodulators of the retinal projection to the brain. In the present study, we demonstrate that tachykinin-like (TK) immunoreactivity (IR) accumulates in rat retinal axons following electrical lesions to the optic tract, indicating that SP is conveyed in the optic nerve to its central targets. In addition, we show that eye enucleation causes a dramatic decrease in TK-IR fibers in the pretectal olivary nucleus (PON), but not in other retinorecipient nuclei of the thalamus and the midbrain, and that Fluorogold injected into the pretectum is retrogradely transported to the somata of TK-IR retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), indicating an important projection of TK-IR RGCs to the PON. We also show that most rat RGCs are labeled with antibodies against phosphate-activated glutaminase, an enzyme considered to generate the transmitter pool of glutamate. Unlike TK-IR fibers, phosphate-activated glutaminase-IR structures disappear in most retinorecipient nuclei following eye enucleation. The present results give neuroanatomical support to the idea that glutamate is a neurotransmitter in the retinal projection and suggest an important role for TK-IR RGCs in the relay of visual information to the PON.